There are two dedicated experimental caves for muon experiments. When one crew is taking the beam, the other one can set up and check out their equipment in the other cave. We also have crossed-field separators, beam profile monitors, and a fast high-voltage chopper, which can provide chopped muon beam at a rate of 60-70 kHz for experiments that are limited by pileup problems.
The SMC channel at LAMPF is of conventional design. It is a beam transport system designed to accept as large a fraction of pions from the primary production target as possible, to capture muons from pion decays, and finally to select from the resulting beams muons with the desired momenta and focus them onto the target. The details of the channel are described elsewhere [1] . In addition to the muons from pion decay in flight, the channel is also being used successfully for surface muons and cloud beams. For decays in flight, pions of a given momentum decaying into muons produce a muon momentum (laboratory) spectrum extending from about one-half the pion momentum (backward decays) to slightly greater than the pion momentum (forward decays). The decay section can capture muons with decay angles up to ±5 degrees (lab); because the maximum laboratory decay angles are much larger thw 5 degrees for practical range of pion momentum, only extreme f:lrwa:-d '~nd backward decays are accepted, and the muc,n mo~ent:m *Presented by M. Leon. spectrum for a given pion momentum is narrow (less than 2% for pion polarization is high (80-90%) and the muon momentum spectrum is determined mainly by the pion momentum spectrum. Table I gives the calculated rates for Il-and pions at the end of the SMC channel. 
Forward decay beam
Due to the kinematics of the decay, the forward decay beanl should be significantly more intense than the backward decay beam. The channel can deliver muons of momenta from 100 to 250 MeV/c in this mode of operati0!l. The main drawback of this mode is the high IjO.l and electron backgrounds -up to 5 times the muon f1~.x (:ependi.lg on the momentum selected. The channel ~J very seldom used in this mode. Furthermore, large superconducting solenoids are available for experiments that require large solid angle. At the same time, the solenoidal field focuses the beam to a smaller area. We have obtained beams of 3 x 3 cm 2 (FWHM) by using this technique. Table III gives some measured surface muon rates for a tune that is used to a get small beam size at the expense of rate. Figure 1 gives the rates for decay, clous, and surface beams as a function of momentum. Experiments which require l.1w-energy negative ml'~ns [or higher stopping densities in thin targets can ~se the cloud beam. These a;e l.lUons fro.n piJn decay near tl.e production target. Since both the blckward ana fcrww.·d decay beams are accepted in this m03e, t1.e J:olariza::'on of the beam is very low (about 10%). A crossed-field separator is used to reduce the electron background in the cloud beam below 5%. Table IV gives some measured rates for the cloud beams. The SMC channel was originally designed for decay muons and has a long decay section having alternating quadrupole magnets. Therefore the channel is not very efficient in transporting mono-energetic beams like the surface and cloud beams because of the strong focusing in the decay section. We found theoretically as well as experimentally that one can transport monochromatic muons efficiently with most of the quads in the decay section turned off. This narrows the momentum spread and the chromatic aberration is also reduced, resulting in a cleanly-dispersed beam. This technique has been success-
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